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Don’t&Let&
Standards&

Constrict&Your&
Use&of&Best&
Practices&

For&Whole(Child(
Development((
or&for&Language&

Learning&&

Developmentally(
Appropriate(Practice(

Matters!(
(

• Pre9Packaged&
Curriculum&or&“Kits”&
Can’t&Know&Your&
Learners&Or&their&
Proficiency&Needs&

• Some&Kits/Packaged&
Curricula&Were&Not&
Designed&Around&
the&Needs&of&ELLs;&
They&were&an&After9
Thought&
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Why!active!methods!and!multiple!
pathways?!

For!Content!Learning!
!  When!students!are!actively!

engaged!in!learning,!they!learn!
better!and!retain!information!
longer!(Fisher,!Frey!&!Hattie,!
2016;!Prince,!2004;!Wiggins!and!
McTigue,!2004;!Marzano,!
Pickering,!Heflebower,!2010)!

!  Multisensory!learning!equalizes!
learning!opportunities!for!kids!
with!different!learning!styles!

!  Multiple!exposures!to!the!same!
concept!through!varied!
experiences!deepens!
understanding!of!the!concept!

For!language!learning!
!  Demonstrations!and!modeling!

aid!language!comprehension!
!  Kids!need!opportunities!to!

practice!and!get!feedback!to!
grow!their!language!systems!

!  According!to!the!research,!to!
acquire!new!academic!
vocabulary,!students!need!to!
use!a!word!meaningfully!at!least!
12!times!

!  Use!active!methods!that!
respond!to!the!proficiency!levels!
of!students!to!create!
opportunities!for!language!use!

Sample!Science!Units!
that!Use!Best!
Practices!For!

Language!and!
Content!Learning!

!

Disciplinary&

Concepts&

Science&and&
Engineering&
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Life%Science Earth%&%Space%Science Physical%Science Engineering%&%Technology 
&LS1:%From%Molecules%to%Organisms:%

Structures%and%Processes%
LS1.A:&Structure&and&Func:on&
LS1.B:&Growth&and&Development&of&

Organisms&
LS1.C:&Organiza:on&for&MaMer&and&Energy&

Flow&in&Organisms&
LS1.D:&Informa:on&Processing&
&&

LS2:%Ecosystems:%InteracAons,%Energy,%
and%Dynamics%

LS2.A:&Interdependent&Rela:onships&&
in&Ecosystems&

LS2.B:&Cycles&of&MaMer&and&Energy&
Transfer&in&Ecosystems&

LS2.C:&Ecosystem&Dynamics,&Func:oning,&
and&Resilience&

LS2.D:&Social&Interac:ons&and&Group&
Behavior&

&&

LS3:%Heredity:%Inheritance%and%VariaAon%
of%Traits%

LS3.A:&Inheritance&of&Traits&
LS3.B:&Varia:on&of&Traits&
&&

LS4:%Biological%EvoluAon:%Unity%%
and%Diversity%

LS4.A:&Evidence&of&Common&Ancestry&and&
Diversity&

LS4.B:&Natural&Selec:on&
LS4.C:&Adapta:on&
LS4.D:&Biodiversity&and&Humans&

ESS1:%Earth’s%Place%in%the%Universe%
ESS1.A: &The&Universe&and&Its&Stars&
ESS1.B: &Earth&and&the&Solar&System&
ESS1.C: &The&History&of&Planet&Earth&
&&

ESS2:%Earth’s%Systems%
ESS2.A: &Earth&Materials&and&Systems&
ESS2.B: &Plate&Tectonics&and&LargeY

Scale&System&Interac:ons&
ESS2.C: &The&Roles&of&Water&in&Earth’s&

Surface&Processes&
ESS2.D: &Weather&and&Climate&
ESS2.E: &Biogeology&
&&

ESS3:%Earth%and%Human%AcAvity%
ESS3.A: &Natural&Resources&
ESS3.B: &Natural&Hazards&
ESS3.C: &Human&Impacts&on&Earth&

Systems&
ESS3.D: &Global&Climate&Change&

&PS1:%MaMer%and%Its%InteracAons%
PS1.A:&Structure&and&Proper:es&of&

MaMer&
PS1.B:&Chemical&Reac:ons&
PS1.C:&Nuclear&Processes&
&&

PS2:%MoAon%and%Stability:%Forces%%
and%InteracAons%

PS2.A:&Forces&and&Mo:on&
PS2.B:&Types&of&Interac:ons&
PS2.C:&Stability&and&Instability&in&&

Physical&Systems&
&&

PS3:%Energy%
PS3.A:&Defini:ons&of&Energy&
PS3.B:&Conserva:on&of&Energy&and&

Energy&Transfer&
PS3.C:&Rela:onship&Between&Energy&&

and&Forces&
PS3.D:&Energy&in&Chemical&Processes&&

and&Everyday&Life&
&&

PS4:%Waves%and%Their%ApplicaAons%in%
Technologies%for%InformaAon%
Transfer%

PS4.A:&Wave&Proper:es&
PS4.B:&Electromagne:c&Radia:on&
PS4.C:&Informa:on&Technologies&&

and&Instrumenta:on&

&ETS1:%Engineering%Design%
ETS1.A:&Defining&and&Delimi:ng&an&

Engineering&Problem&
ETS1.B:&Developing&Possible&Solu:ons&
ETS1.C:&Op:mizing&the&Design&Solu:on&
&&

ETS2:%Links%Among%Engineering,%
Technology,%Science,%and%
Society%

ETS2.A:&Interdependence&of&Science,&
Engineering,&and&Technology&

ETS2.B:&Influence&of&Engineering,&
Technology,&and&Science&on&
Society&and&the&Natural&World&

Note:"In"NGSS,"the"core"ideas"
for"Engineering,"Technology,"
and"the"Applica;on"of"Science"
are"integrated"with"the"Life"
Science,"Earth"&"Space"Science,"
and"Physical"Science"core"ideas"

Core%and%Component%Ideas&

ScienAfic%and%Engineering%PracAces&

1.   Asking%quesAons%(for&science)&&
and&defining%problems%(for&engineering)&

2.   Developing%and%using%models%
3.  Planning&and&carrying&out&inves:ga:ons&
4.   Analyzing%and%interpreAng%data%
5.  Using&mathema:cs&and&computa:onal&thinking&
6.   ConstrucAng%explanaAons%(for&science)&&

and&designing&solu:ons&(for&engineering)&
7.   Engaging%in%argument%from%evidence%
8.  Obtaining,&evalua:ng,&and&communicaAng%informaAon%

We&Want&
ELLs&To&Be&

Able&To&Do&All&
of&This&Too!&
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!  EARTH!AND!SPACE!SCIENCES!

!  Core!Idea:!!Earth’s!Systems!(ESS2)!

!  ESS2.D:!!Weather!and!Climate!

!  By!the!end!of!grade!5:!!Weather!is!the!minuteabyaminute!
to!dayabyaday!variation!of!the!atmosphere’s!condition!on!
a!local!scale.!!Scientists!record!the!patterns!of!the!
weather!across!different!times!and!areas!so!that!they!can!
make!predictions!about!what!kind!of!weather!might!
happen!next..!

NGSS&Standards&
Connections&to&

TYING%OUR%WORK%TO%NYS/NYC%
SCIENCE%CONTENT%STANDARDS%

Carmen Fariña, Chancellor
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The New York City Department of Education PK–8 Science Scope & Sequence 2018 7PK–8 Curricula Implementation Timeline  |

PK–8 Curricula Implementation Timeline  (Based on 36 weeks of instruction)

SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

Pre-K

Kindergarten

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

Welcome to 
Pre-K 

(4 weeks)

Solids and Liquids  
(9 weeks)

Inheritance and Variation  
(9 weeks)

Properties and Patterns of Water  
(12 weeks)

The Structure and  
Functions of Organisms  

(7 weeks)

Energy, Forces  
and Motion  

(8 weeks)

Evolution, Natural Selection, 
 and Adaptations   

(8 weeks)

Evolution of Technology 
 in Science   
(8 weeks)

Energy, Motion,  
and Collisions  

(7 weeks)

Earth’s Place in  
the Universe   

(6 weeks)

Changes on  
Earth’s Surface  

(6 weeks)

Growth, Development, and 
Reproduction of Organisms  

(6 weeks)

Electricity and Magnetism  
(6 weeks)

Structures and  
Properties of Matter  

(8 weeks)

Physical and  
Chemical Changes  

(9 weeks)

Exploring Light and Solar Patterns   
(12 weeks)

Structures and Behaviors in Living Things   
(12 weeks)

Interdependence  
(9 weeks)

Transfer of Energy and Information  
(8 weeks)

Ecosystems  
(9 weeks)

Structures of Life   
(6 weeks)

Change Over Time 
(9 weeks)

The Changes to Land Over Time  
(12 weeks)

Investigating  
Weather and Climate 

(8 weeks)

Geology  
(7 weeks)

Engineering, and Energy 
Transformations  

(8 weeks)

Changing Properties of Matter and Energy  
(10 weeks)

Matter and Energy in Eco-Systems 
(9 weeks)

Light, Sound and Waves  
(12 weeks)

Earth’s Systems Science 
(9 weeks)

Interacting Forces  
(9 weeks)

Plant and Animal Interactions  
(12 weeks)

Impacts of Natural Processes  
(8 weeks)

Human Impact on  
Earth’s Climate  

(5 weeks)

Minimizing Human 
Impact Through 

Engineering Design 
(5 weeks)

Stars and the Solar System   
(9 weeks)

My Five 
Senses 

(4 weeks)

Push Me, Pull Me 
(9 weeks)

Our Environment 
(9 weeks)

Weather Study
Our Weather   

(9 weeks)

All  
About Us 
(4 weeks)

Where  
We Live 
(4 weeks)

Transportation 
(4 weeks)

Light 
(4 weeks)

Water 
(4 weeks)

Plants 
(4 weeks)

Babies 
(4 weeks)

Transformation 
(4 weeks)

Also&in&Unit&7&
on&Water&

PreK!
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K:!!YearaLong!Unit!!

The New York City Department of Education PK–8 Science Scope & Sequence 2018 32Grade PK  | Unit 10: Transformation  |

Planning and Carrying Out Investigations
Planning and carrying out investigations to answer 
questions or test solutions to problems in PK–2 
builds on prior experiences and progresses to simple 
investigations, based on fair tests, which provide data to 
support explanations or design solutions.

�Q Make observations (firsthand or from media) to 
collect data that can be used to make comparisons. 
(P-ESS2-1)

Analyzing and Interpreting Data
Analyzing data in PK–2 builds on prior experiences  
and progresses to collecting, recording, and  
sharing observations.

�Q Use observations (firsthand or from media) to describe 
patterns in the natural world in order to answer 
scientific questions. (P-ESS1-1)

�Q Analyze data from tests of an object or tool to 
determine if it works as intended. (P-ESS2-1) 

CONNECTIONS TO NATURE OF SCIENCE

Scientific Investigations Use a Variety of Methods
�Q Scientists use different ways to study the world. 

(P-ESS1-1), (P-ESS2-1)

ESS2.D: Weather and Climate
�Q Weather is the combination of sunlight, wind, snow 

or rain, and temperature in a particular region at a 
particular time. People measure these conditions 
to describe and record the weather and to notice 
patterns over time. (P-ESS2-1)

ESS3.B: Natural Hazards
�Q Some kinds of severe weather are more likely than 

others in a given region. Weather scientists forecast 
severe weather so that the communities can prepare 
for and to these events. (P-ESS2-1)

Cause and Effect
�Q Simple tests can be designed to gather evidence to 

support or refute student ideas about causes. (P-ESS2-1) 

CONNECTIONS TO ENGINEERING, TECHNOLOGY, 
AND APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE

Interdependence of Science, Engineering,  
and Technology
�Q People encounter questions about the natural world 

every day. (P-ESS2-1)

Influence of Engineering, Technology, and Science 
on Society and the Natural World
�Q People depend on various technologies in their lives; 

human life would be very different without technology. 
(P-ESS2-1)

Scientific Knowledge Assumes an Order and 
Consistency in Natural Systems
�Q Science assumes natural events happen today as they 

happened in the past. (P-ESS1-1)

�Q Many events are repeated. (P-ESS1-1)

Connections to Engineering Design PEs: N/A

Articulation of DCIs across grades K–1: K.ESS2.D (P-ESS2-1); K.ESS3.B (P-ESS2-1); 1.ESS1.A (P-ESS1-1); 1.ESS1.B (P-ESS1-1)

Connections to Excellence in Environmental Education-Guidelines for Learning (K–12): N/A

V�PE is partially addressed in the unit of study (and appears in another unit in the same grade level or band). The text in the “Disciplinary Core Ideas” section is reproduced verbatim from 
A Framework for K–12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas unless it is preceded by (NYSED).

K:!Unit!4!
The New York City Department of Education PK–8 Science Scope & Sequence 2018 44Grade K  | Unit 4: Our Weather  |

Unit

RECOMMENDED TIME: 9 WEEKS

Unit Overview: 

Unit 4 is a culmination of the year’s work in gathering weather data and discovering patterns. Simple qualitative 
observation terms are expected when describing weather (e.g., sunny, cloudy, snowy, and cool), accompanied by 
quantitative observation data (e.g., the number of sunny, windy, cloudy, and snowy days in a month and/or the school 
year), as well as the patterns observed on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis. The purpose of weather forecasting is 
introduced as a necessity for preparing for both common and severe weather conditions. Students revisit temperature as 
they study the effect of sunlight on Earth’s surface, and design structures to protect against the heat and light from the 
Sun. Students practice asking questions and defining problems, in addition to planning and carrying out investigations 
when looking at ways to lessen the impact of the weather on one’s community. This unit stresses the many ways that 
humans depend on technologies in their daily lives.

Essential Question: 

How can we analyze and interpret 
weather data to best protect ourselves 

from sunlight and severe weather?

Performance Expectations:

Students who demonstrate understanding can:

K-PS3-1. Make observations to determine the effect of sunlight on Earth’s surface.  
[Clarification Statement: Examples of Earth’s surface could include sand, soil, rocks, and water] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment of temperature is limited to relative 
measures such as warmer/cooler.]

K-PS3-2. Use tools and materials to design and build a structure that will reduce the warming effect of sunlight on an area. 4  
[Clarification Statement: Examples of structures could include umbrellas, canopies, and tents that minimize the warming effect of the sun.]

K-ESS2-1. Use and share observations of local weather conditions to describe patterns over time. V 
[Clarification Statement: Examples of qualitative observations could include descriptions of the weather (such as sunny, cloudy, rainy, and warm); examples of quantitative 
observations could include numbers of sunny, windy, and rainy days in a month. Examples of patterns could include that it is usually cooler in the morning than in the 
afternoon and the number of sunny days versus cloudy days in different months.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment of quantitative observations limited to whole numbers 
and relative measures such as warmer/cooler.] 

K-ESS3-2. Ask questions to obtain information about the purpose of weather forecasting to prepare for, and respond to, severe weather. 4  
[Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on local forms of severe weather and local resources available for preparedness measures.] 

The performance expectations above were developed using the following elements from the NRC document A Framework for K–12 Science Education:

Our Weather4
Grade

K

continued on next page
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1a2:!Wind,!Water,!Light:!Land!and!Water!

&
&
&

&
&
&
&
&

Grade!3:!Weather!
Hazards;!Climate !

!!

IUnit&2& & & &Unit&3&

Grade!4:!Weathering ! !!
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5a6:!!Atmosphere;!Weather,!Climate!
(Emphasis!in!Grade!6)!

&
&
&

Grade!7:!!Natural!Disasters!Prevention:!Effect!
of!Humans!on!Earth!Systems!

&
&
&
&

Grade!8:!!Only!Tangential!Connections!
For&modeling&purposes,&I&will&
model&with&the&subtopics&of&
the!water!cycle!in!nature!
(precipitation,!etc.)!and&

weather!fronts!
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The New York City Department of Education 6–12 Science Scope & Sequence

Unit

ES

ES | Unit 7: Meteorology  |  114

Patterns: 

Observed patterns in nature guide organization and 
classification and prompt questions about relationships  
and causes underlying them. 

�Q Different patterns may be observed at each of the  
scales at which a system is studied and can provide 
evidence for causality in explanations of phenomena.

�Q Empirical evidence is needed to identify patterns.

continued

Standard 2: Information Systems

Key Idea 1: Information technology is used to retrieve, 
process, and communicate information as a tool to 
enhance learning. 

Key Idea 2: Knowledge of the impacts and limitations  
of information systems is essential to its effective and 
ethical use.

continued

Major Understandings:  
Quoted from the New York State Performance Indicators (1.2e, h; 2.1b-h; 
2.2b, d)

�Q Earth’s early atmosphere formed as a result of the 
outgassing of water vapor, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and 
lesser amounts of other gases from its interior. (1.2e)

continued

RECOMMENDED TIME: 17 DAYS

Unit Overview: 

Earth may be considered a huge machine driven by two engines, one internal and one external. These heat engines 
convert heat energy into mechanical energy. Earth’s external heat engine is powered primarily by solar energy and 
influenced by gravity. Nearly all the energy for circulating the atmosphere and oceans is supplied by the Sun. As 
insolation strikes the atmosphere, a small percentage is directly absorbed, especially by gases such as ozone, carbon 
dioxide, and water vapor. Clouds and Earth’s surface reflect some energy back to space, and Earth’s surface absorbs 
some energy. Energy is transferred between Earth’s surface and the atmosphere by radiation, conduction, evaporation, 
and convection. Temperature variations within the atmosphere cause differences in density that cause atmospheric 
circulation, which is affected by Earth’s rotation. The interaction of these processes results in the complex atmospheric 
occurrence known as weather. Precipitation resulting from the external heat engine’s weather systems supplies moisture 
to Earth’s surface that contributes to the weathering of rocks. Global climate is determined by the interaction of solar 
energy with Earth’s surface and atmosphere. This energy transfer is influenced by dynamic processes such as cloud 
cover and Earth’s rotation, and the positions of mountain ranges and oceans. [Refer to Appendix A for the Humane 
Treatment of Animals and Conservation Day]

Essential Question: 
How can we predict the weather?

Key Ideas:

Key Idea 2: Many of the phenomena that we observe on Earth involve interactions among components of air, water, and land.

NYS SCIENCE STANDARDS
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/ciai/mst/sci/documents/earthsci.pdf

MST STANDARDS
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/ciai/mst/sci/documents/earthsci.pdf

NGSS CROSS-CUTTING CONCEPTS
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/ngss/files/Appendix%20G%20
-%20Crosscutting%20Concepts%20FINAL%20edited%204.10.13.pdf

Meteorology7 Earth Science Regents 
9th/10th Grade 

The New York City Department of Education 6–12 Science Scope & Sequence

NYS SCIENCE STANDARDS
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/ciai/mst/sci/documents/earthsci.pdf

MST STANDARDS
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/ciai/mst/sci/documents/earthsci.pdf

NGSS CROSS-CUTTING CONCEPTS
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/ngss/files/Appendix%20G%20
-%20Crosscutting%20Concepts%20FINAL%20edited%204.10.13.pdf

ES | Unit 7: Meteorology  |  115

Cause and Effect: Mechanism and Prediction: 

Events have causes, sometimes simple, sometimes 
multifaceted. Deciphering causal relationships, and the 
mechanisms by which they are mediated, is a major  
activity of science and engineering.

�Q Empirical evidence is required to differentiate between 
cause and correlation and make claims about specific 
causes and effects.

�Q Cause and effect relationships can be suggested and 
predicted for complex natural and human-designed 
systems by examining what is known about smaller  
scale mechanisms within the system.

�Q Changes in systems may have various causes that  
may not have equal effects.

Systems and System Models: 

A system is an organized group of related objects or 
components; models can be used for understanding and 
predicting the behavior of systems.

�Q When investigating or describing a system, the 
boundaries and initial conditions of the system need to 
be defined and their inputs and outputs analyzed and 
described using models.

�Q Models (e.g., physical, mathematical, computer models) 
can be used to simulate systems and interactions—
including energy, matter, and information flows—within 
and between systems at different scales.

�Q Models can be used to predict the behavior of a system, 
but these predictions have limited precision and reliability 
due to the assumptions and approximations inherent  
in models.

continued

Key Idea 3: Information technology can have positive 
and negative impacts on society, depending upon how it 
is used.

Standard 6: Interconnectedness: Common Themes

Students will understand the relationships and common 
themes that connect mathematics, science, and 
technology and apply the themes to these and other 
areas of learning. 

Key Idea 5: Identifying patterns of change is necessary 
for making predictions about future behavior and 
conditions.

Standard 7: Interdisciplinary Problem Solving

Students will apply the knowledge and thinking skills of 
mathematics, science, and technology to address real-
life problems and make informed decisions. 

Key Idea 2: Solving interdisciplinary problems involves 
a variety of skills and strategies, including effective work 
habits; gathering and processing information; generating 
and analyzing ideas; realizing ideas; making connections 
among the common themes of mathematics, science, 
and technology; and presenting results.

�Q The evolution of life caused dramatic changes in the 
composition of Earth’s atmosphere. Free oxygen did 
not form in the atmosphere until oxygen-producing 
organisms evolved. (1.2h) 

�Q The transfer of heat energy within the atmosphere, the 
hydrosphere, and Earth’s interior results in the formation 
of regions of different densities. These density differences 
result in motion. (2.1b) 

�Q Weather patterns become evident when weather 
variables are observed, measured, and recorded.  
These variables include air temperature, air pressure, 
moisture (relative humidity and dewpoint), precipitation 
(rain, snow, hail, sleet, etc.), wind speed and direction, 
and cloud cover. (2.1c) 

�Q Air temperature, dewpoint, cloud formation, and 
precipitation are affected by the expansion and 
contraction of air due to vertical atmospheric movement. 
(2.1f) 

�Q Weather variables can be represented in a variety of 
formats including radar and satellite images, weather 
maps (including station models, isobars, and fronts), 
atmospheric cross-sections, and computer models. 
(2.1g)

�Q Atmospheric moisture, temperature and pressure 
distributions; jet streams, wind; air masses and frontal 
boundaries; and the movement of cyclonic systems and 
associated tornadoes, thunderstorms, and hurricanes 
occur in observable patterns. Loss of property, personal 
injury, and loss of life can be reduced by effective 
emergency preparedness. (2.1h) 

continued
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The New York City Department of Education 6–12 Science Scope & Sequence ES | Unit 7: Meteorology  |  116

NYS SCIENCE STANDARDS
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/ciai/mst/sci/documents/earthsci.pdf

NGSS CROSS-CUTTING CONCEPTS
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/ngss/files/Appendix%20G%20
-%20Crosscutting%20Concepts%20FINAL%20edited%204.10.13.pdf

Energy and Matter: Flows, Cycles, and Conservation: 

Tracking energy and matter flows into, out of, and within 
systems helps one understand their system’s behavior.

�Q Changes of energy and matter in a system can be 
described in terms of energy and matter flows into, out 
of, and within that system.

�Q Energy drives the cycling of matter within and between 
systems.

Stability and Change: 

For both designed and natural systems, conditions that 
affect stability and factors that control rates of change are 
critical elements to consider and understand.

�Q Much of science deals with constructing explanations of 
how things change and how they remain stable.

�Q Change and rates of change can be quantified and 
modeled over very short or very long periods of time. 
Some system changes are irreversible.

�Q Feedback (negative or positive) can stabilize or 
destabilize a system.

�Q The transfer of heat energy within the atmosphere, the 
hydrosphere, and Earth’s surface occurs as the result  
of radiation, convection, and conduction. (2.2b) 

— Heating of Earth’s surface and atmosphere by the  
Sun drives convection within the atmosphere and 
oceans, producing winds and ocean currents. 

�Q Weather variables are interrelated. For example: (2.1e) 

— temperature and humidity affect air pressure and 
probability of precipitation

— air pressure gradient controls wind velocity

�Q Weather variables are measured using instruments such as 
thermometers, barometers, psychrometers, precipitation 
gauges, anemometers, and wind vanes. (2.1d)

�Q Temperature and precipitation patterns are altered by: 
(2.2d) 

— natural events such as El Niño and volcanic eruptions

— human influences including deforestation, urbanization, 
and the production of greenhouse gases such as 
carbon dioxide and methane
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[Refer to Appendix C – Reference Tables for Physical 
Setting/Earth Science]

Dewpoint (°C) (p12)

Relative Humidity (%) (p12)

Temperature (p13)

Pressure (p13)

Weather Map Symbols (p13)

Selected Properties of Earth’s Atmosphere (p14)

Planetary Wind and Moisture Belts in the Troposphere (p14)

Strand 2: Knowledge of Environmental Processes 
and Systems

Strand 2.1: The Earth as a Physical System

�Q Guideline C—Energy—Learners apply their knowledge 
of energy and matter to understand phenomena in the 
world around them.

Strand 3: Skills for Understanding and Addressing 
Environmental Issues

Strand 3.2: Decision-Making and Citizenship Skills

�Q Guideline A—Forming and evaluating personal views—
Learners are able to communicate, evaluate, and 
justify their own views on environmental issues and 
alternative ways to address them.

�Q Guideline B—Evaluating the need for citizen action—
Learners are able to decide whether action is  
needed in particular situations and whether they 
should be involved.

ELA/Literacy

RST.9-10.1: Cite specific textual evidence to support 
analysis of science and technical texts, attending to the 
precise details of explanations or descriptions.

WHST.9-10.2: Write informative/explanatory texts, 
including the narration of historical events, scientific 
procedures/experiments, or technical processes. 

WHST.9-10.5: Develop and strengthen writing as needed 
by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new 
approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant 
for a specific purpose and audience.

WHST.9-10.9: Draw evidence from informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research.

Mathematics

HSN.Q.A.1: Use units as a way to understand problems 
and to guide the solution of multistep problems; choose 
and interpret units consistently in formulas; choose and 
interpret the scale and the origin in graphs and data 
displays. 

HSN.Q.A.2: Define appropriate quantities for the purpose 
of descriptive modeling. 

HSN.Q.A.3: Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to 
limitations on measurement when reporting quantities.

COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS
http://www.corestandards.org/wp-content/ 

uploads/ELA_Standards.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/wp-content/ 

uploads/Math_Standards.pdf

ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES FOR LEARNING
http://resources.spaces3.com/89c197bf-e630-42b0-ad9a-

91f0bc55c72d.pdf

TABLES: REFERENCE TABLES FOR PHYSICAL 
SETTING/EARTH SCIENCE  

THAT ARE RELEVANT TO THE UNIT 
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/reftable/earthscience-rt/

esrt2011-engr.pdf
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Planning Objectives--Primary and  
Secondary: 

1.  Content  

2.  Language  

3.  General Learning Skills & Strategies 

Tie to State Standards 

With a multilingual, multicultural perspective 

Content Objectives: Understand cold and warm fronts 
the the weather conditions associated with each; 
Understand the water cycle in nature (how clouds 
form, what causes rain) 
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Communicative:  Ask and Answer questions 
Linguistic: 3rs person (sing/pl) (clouds form; skies stay clear, air rises) 

Page 6 
What Will The 
Weather Be? 

Skill:!!Reading!Weather!Maps!
Page&7&
Understanding&
Design&and&
Color&Coding&
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General learning skills 
and strategies 

Skills 
•  Read charts, graphs and 

diagrams 
•  Use the internet to research 

information (through online 
virtual meteorological 
centers—NOAA, National 
Weather Service 

•  www.weather.gov  
•  www.noaa.gov   

Strategies 
•  Use a model or diagram 

as a prompt 
•  Work with a partner to 

practice your explanation 
•  Use pictures and visuals 

to support 
comprehension, etc. 

General learning skills 
and strategies 

Skills 
•  Read charts, graphs and 

diagrams 
•  Use the internet to research 

information (through online 
virtual meteorological 
centers—NOAA, National 
Weather Service 

•  www.weather.gov  
•  www.noaa.gov   

Strategies 
•  Use a model or diagram 

as a prompt 
•  Work with a partner to 

practice your explanation 
•  Use pictures and visuals 

to support 
comprehension, etc. 

6R7:  Compare and Contrast how different formats, including print 
and digital media, contribute to the understanding of a subject 

 
Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science and Technology: 

RST 7 for Grades 6-8:  Identify and match scientific or technical 
information presented as text with information presented visually 

(e.g. in a flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table). 
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KSL4/5:  Describe familiar people, 
places, things and events with 
detail; create or utilize visual 
displays to support descriptions 
KL4:  Explore and use new 
vocabulary and multiple-meaning 
words and phrases in authentic 
experiences 
KL5:  Explore and discuss word 
relationships and word meanings 

Link to Relevant NYS Next Generation 
Learning Standards for ELA 

Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science and Technical 

Subjects (Gr. 6-12) 
RST 4:  Determine the 

meaning of symbols, key 
terms, and other content–

specific words and phrases as 
they are used in scientific or 

technical sources 

Memorable!
Children’s!
Literature!

Music!
Poetry!
Raps!
Chants!

Projecta!
Based!

Learning!

Visual!
And!

Dramatic!
Arts!

Use!of!
Linguistic!!
&!Cultural!
Resources!

Active!
Learning;!

Cooperative!
Learning;!
Games!

Technology!
Multimedia!

Building!Blocks!of!Great!Lessons!

Cloud,&2018&
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Memorable!
Children’s!
Literature!

Building!Blocks!of!Great!Lessons!

Cloud,&2018&

Combining!Fiction!and!Nona
Fiction!to!Teach!Science!

http://www.pictureperfectscience.com/&&&
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Key!Strategy:!!Pair!Fiction!and!Non!Fiction!!
to!Teach!Language!And!Literacy!While!

Teaching!Valued!Content!

!  Teach!concepts!in!an!accessible!and!memorable!way!

!  Combine!learning!standards—Next!Generation!ELA!Standards!
and!NYS/NYC!Science!Standards!with!English!Language!
Development!

!  Promoting!second!language!and!literacy!development!through!
a!paired!book!approach!gives!students!access!to!different!
genres!and,!as!you!cross!content!areas,!academic!registers!

!  Allows!you!to!integrate!content,!language!and!literacy!
objectives;!Leads!to!Improved!Reading!and!Science!Skills!
(Morrow!et!al.,!1997;!Romance!&!Vitale,!1992;!Morgan,!2001)!

Featured!Texts!for!Warm/Cold!Fronts!Topic!

Storybook;!
Narrative!Information!Book!

Reading!Level!3.6!!
Lexile!500!
GRL=O!!!!!!DRA!=!34!

Reading!Level!3.9!
Lexile!780!
GRL=P!!!!DRA=38!

ESS2:&&Earth&Systems&
ESS2.D&Weather&and&Climate&&
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Text!Sample!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rx0CyLNsoLk!!

"Come!on,!Rain!"!Tess!
pleads!to!the!sky!as!
listless!vines!and!
parched!plants!droop!
in!the!endless!heat.!
Then!the!clouds!roll!
in!and!the!rain!pours.!
Tess,!her!friends,!and!
their!mothers!join!in!
together!in!a!rain!
dance!to!celebrate!
the!shower!that!
renews!both!body!
and!spirit.!

VIVID 
VERBS 
chase 
splash 
squeal 
whoop 
make a racket 
rush out 
skid 
fling off  
toss 
join 
shimmy 
sparkle 
streaks 
twirl 

sway 
tromp 
romp 
reel 
swing 
laugh 
get a soaking 
 
 

IMAGERY:  sizzling like a 
hot potato 

Regular and 
Irregular Verbs 

Use Mentor Text to 
Model Language Use 

for ESL Students 
 

Zoom In 
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Story$Word? Beyond$Story?

amazed3 enchanted3
enthralled3
spellbound3
captivated3
transfixed3

fascinated3

marveled3

baffled3 confused3
mystified3
perplexed3
confounded3

bewildered3

stumped3

The$networks$
in$narrative$
texts$are$
synonyms$
related$to$
story$
elements$
(e.g.,$traits,$
actions,$and$
emotions$of$
characters).$$?

Elfrieda&Hiebert&
TextProject.org&

Generative$Word$Strategy$#5?

•  Teach students about the rich networks 
of similar-meaning words from which 
authors of narratives choose words for 
traits/attributes, emotions, motion, and 
communication. 

Story Word  Beyond the Story 

endless Continuous, limitless, 
unending, incessant 

parched Withered, scorched, 
thirsty, shriveled 

drooping Limp, wilting, withering 

swollen Inflated, puffed, bloated 
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Word!Work:!Forms!of!words!

! Endless,!listless,!senseless!

! Absolutely,!Suddenly!!

! Sizzling,!frowning,!broiling,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
cracklingadry,!glancing,!pressing!

We easily see nouns: 
 
clouds, sky, air, front, 
shower, drizzle, rain, air, 
air pressure, water vapor, 
thunder, lightening, snow, 
humidity;  ocean, land 
 

But also see verbs: 
blow, move in, occur,  move fast, howl, push up, push 
out, make clouds, clump together, rises, falls 
 
(Meteorologists) predict, measure, find out 

And see common sentence structures and patterns! 
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•  Definitional!
Language!
•  A&hygrometer&

measures&
humidity&

•  Explicit!Verbs!
•  Measure&
•  Rises&
•  Feel&(damp,&

humid)&

•  Precise!and/or!
scientific!
terms!
•  Water&vapor&
•  Humidity&
•  Damp&
•  Humid&

Use&Mentor&Text&As&a&Model&(to&guide&oral&
reporting;&later&&writing&of&informational&texts)&

Use&of&Introductory&clauses:&&When&air&pressure&is&low,…&
As&more&air&rises,….&
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Show What
You Know

Show What
You Know

Name
Date

Comparing Warm Fronts and Cold Fronts
Complete the Venn Diagram to show the similarities and differences between 
a cold front and a warm front.

BothCold Fronts Warm Fronts

  School-Home Connection: Have students take this page home to share 
with family members. They can use it to tell what they learned about 
predicting weather.

CXENL07AY4X_ESLTE_C08.indd   117CXENL07AY4X_ESLTE_C08.indd   117 2/4/05   2:16:11 PM2/4/05   2:16:11 PM

Graphic&
Organizers&

Water!Cycle!Theme!

Scholastic,!Lola!M.!Schaeffer!
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Water!Cycle!Theme!

This!is!the!Rain!

Scholastic,!Lola!M.!Schaeffer!

Moist!
Vast!

All!the!water!in!the!world,George!Ella!
Lyon,!Scholastic!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXoAEOhtDkc!

Start&at&29&
seconds&
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Lee!and!Low:!!Water!Rolls!
Water!Rises.!Pat!Mora!

Lee!and!Low:!!Water!Rolls!
Water!Rises.!Pat!Mora!
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Teacher&Resource&Books&

Music!
Poetry!
Raps!
Chants!

Building!Blocks!of!Great!Lessons!

Cloud,&2018&
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Practicing!Oral!
Academic!
Language!

Moving!from!Social!to!
Academic!Language!

Reinforce!Language!!!Music!
Social!Language! Academic!Language!

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uwTinezUxbY&

Combination,&precipitation,&forms,&temperature,&
weather=state&of&the&atmosphere,&
meteorology=study&of&the&weather,&climate,&
predict,&warm/cold&fronts,&thermometer,&storm,&
watch,&warning,&water&vapor,&condensation,&
stratus,&cumulus,&nimbus,&cirrus,&degrees,&etc.&

Sunny,&warm,&hot,&humid,&foggy,&cool,&
windy,&partly&cloudy,&cloudy,&drizzling,&
raining,&downpour,&stormy,&thunder,&
lightening,&thunderstorm,&snowing,&cold,&
snowstorm,&blizzard,&freezing,&clear&

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5UTaPVbDIg&
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Vocabulary!Rap!(Hand!Actions)!
Water!Cycle!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMb59ljA4Bs&&

Word!Work:!

Precipitation!

Evaporation!

Condensation!

Accumulation!

Transpiration!

Studentacreated!songs/raps!
(Water!Cycle)!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFasFIdZ704&
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Visual!
And!

Dramatic!
Arts!

Building!Blocks!of!Great!Lessons!

Cloud,&2018&

Use visuals for practicing giving scientific 
explanations and using complex language 
and academic vocabulary 

Air rises into 
the sky when 
air pressure is 
low 

Water vapor in 
the air turns into 
liquid and clouds 
form 

As more air 
rises, the 
pressure gets 
lower and 
lower. 
Rain or 
snow may 
fall when 
the air 
pressure is 
low 
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Use Posters to Allow Students Opportunities to Use 
Academic English and to Give Explanations of 
Complex Science Concepts 

https://busyteacher.org/20572-instagram-esl-classroom-8-great-ways-to-use.htm  

Many articles on this topic:  Do a Google Search if Interested in Teaching Ideas! 
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Use of  the Senses (Touch) 
Expanding the Descriptive Terms 
ELLs Actively Know and Use 

"  Boiling 

"  Breezy 

"  Burning 

"  Clammy 

"  Cold 

"  Cool 

"  Crisp 

"  Damp 

"  Drenched 

"  Dry 

"  Dusty 

"  Freezing 

"  Hot 

"  Humid 

"  Limp 

"  Melted 

"  Moist 

"  Scalding 

"  Scorching 

"  Slick 

"  Slippery 

"  Sticky 

"  Warm 

"  Wet 

Active!
Learning;!

Cooperative!
Learning;!
Games!

Building!Blocks!of!Great!Lessons!

Cloud,&2018&
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Active!Learning!Approaches!

Language Learning 
Opportunities: 
•  Partners are best 
•  Provide cooperative 

learning tasks with task 
interdependence (e.g. 
games, cooperative 
learning activities) 

•  Plan good language 
learning partners—
adjacent proficiency 
levels are best 

 

#5    TPT Hold-Ups 

How they work: 
 
Each Hold-Up works in the same way generally: 

1. Ask students to think about and discuss their responses to a set of prepared questions 
2. Before students hold up their cards, have them pair-share or confer in small groups. They 

should not hold up their cards until told to do so. 
3. Give students a cue to show their cards, such as “hold it up” (in the target language) 
4. Students hold their cards up. Selected students may provide the rationale they used to 

make their selection.  
 

Selected-Response Hold-Ups 

Use a selection of relevant choices 
that are prepared beforehand. For 

example, could be facial expressions, 
seasons, school subjects, locations, 

etc.  

Number Card Hold-Ups 

Numbered card may be used with 
sample math problems, multiple 
choice, or selecting form options 

provided at the onset. These should 
be created beforehand.  

True/Not True Hold-Ups 

These cards can be used to check for 
understanding or with predictions. 

Statements must be carefully created 
before instruction to ensure they are 

clear and concise. You could also 
consider adding True with 

modifications and Unable to 
determine as options. 

Multiple-Choice Hold-Up 

The teacher creates and projects 
questions with possible answers. (ex. 

A, B, C, D) Students make a choice 
and when given the signal hold up the 

letter of their choice.  

Whiteboard Hold-Ups 

These can be used for students to 
write or draw their answer on a 

“whiteboard” or whiteboard-like 
surface. They then hold up their white 

board to display their answer.  

Excerpts from Chapter 5  
Total Participation Techniques, 

 Himmele & Himmele  
pgs.49-57 

 

 

Cold&
Front&

Warm&
Front&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

*

*

Total&Par:cipa:on&Techniques&
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White&Board&Hold&Ups&

Ques:on&1&

Ques:on&3&

Ques:on&2&

Precipita:on&&
&
Condensa:on&
&
Evapora:on&

Numbered%
heads%
Together%

Listening&and&Speaking&
Prac:ce&
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PARAPHRASE PASSPORT 
Students earn a "passport" to speak by accurately paraphrasing  

their partner's ideas.  

1) Students are paired.  
2) Teacher assigns a discussion topic.  
3) One student in the pair shares an idea.  
4) Before the partner can share, he or she must paraphrase 

what was last said. 
5) The student whose statement was paraphrased indicates 

whether the speaker has correctly captured their meaning.  
6) The discussion continues.  
  
 

STEPS:  

Adapted from Kagan, S (1992). Cooperative learning. San Juan Capistrano. CA: Resources for Teachers,Inc.  

Paraphrase&passport&
Expanding&

Sentence&Length&
and&Complexity&

InsideYoutside&circle&
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Language&Tables&for&Talking&

Warm%
Front%

Cold%
Front%

Air&mass& unstable& stable&

Temperature&range& warm& cool/cold&

Amount&of&Humidity& moist& drier&

Weather%
Fronts%
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INDUSTRY PULSE

Do you use sentence frames, sentence starters
and signal words in your classroom?

1. Yes
2. No

Using sentence frames, sentence starters and signal words to improve language 
By Erick Herrmann 

Share this article:  
1.2K

For students to be college- and career-ready, they must gain academic language proficiency. Academic language is much
more than just the vocabulary of the subject area being taught. It includes understanding and being able to produce complex
sentences utilizing the key vocabulary of the subject area as well as functional words and phrases that show comparison,
sequencing, description, cause and effect, and more. 

To help students at all language proficiency levels incorporate higher
levels of academic language into their speech and writing, teachers
can incorporate the use of sentence frames, sentence starters and
signal words with students at a variety of proficiency levels. 

Sentence frames provide a frame of a complete sentence for students,
while sentence starters are — as the name implies — a starter for
students who must complete the sentence. Signal words are those
words and phrases that clue in the reader or listener to the purpose of
the message. Each of these ideas will be explored in more detail in
sections that follow. 

Language Functions 

To begin the discussion on sentence frames, starters and signal words, it is helpful to explore the notion of language functions
and their related forms. Language functions are the purposes for which we use language. These include giving and
understanding directions, sharing our needs and likes, asking and answering questions, describing the world around us, and
more. Each language function has related forms, or of varying complexity. These forms are the structure of language and
include the complexity of the sentences as well as specific signal words that indicate the language function. 

Some language functions appear more frequently in the study of academic subjects, including compare and contrast,
sequencing, and asking questions. Students are often asked to compare characters in a story or important events in history,
summarize a list of events and more. Sentence frames, starters and signal words can help them to be more successful in
learning both content and academic language. 

Sentence Frames 

Sentence frames provide an opportunity for students to use key vocabulary while providing a structure that may be higher than
what they could produce on their own. For example, if students are to compare two ocean creatures, they might say something
like "Whales have lungs, but fish have gills." In the preceding sentence, the simple frame is "______ have ________, but
_______ have _______. Note the sentence can be filled in with any content; this differs from closed sentences that often have
only a few possibilities. 

To increase the complexity of the sentence, we can change the frame to incorporate a different structure and higher-level

academic terms. Note how the following examples increase the level of language used:

___________ have ___________, however ____________ have _______________.
Whereas __________have ___________, _________have ______________.

1/23/16, 7:13 AMUsing sentence frames, sentence starters and signal words to improve language
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Whereas __________have ___________, _________have ______________.
Despite the fact that _____________ have _____________, _________ have ____________.

To develop sentence frames, think through the variety of ways you could respond to a prompt, explain a concept, etc. Texts
can provide you with ideas of complex or compound sentences as well; remove the key vocabulary and look for the structure
of the sentences. These can be dissected and shared with students. 

Consider posting sentence frames around the room, and encourage, or even require, students to use them in their oral or
written responses. 

Sentence Starters 

Similar to sentence frames, sentence starters provide a partial frame for students to begin their sentence or idea. However,
sentence starters only begin the idea, and students must complete the idea from there. For example, students sequencing a
series of events might use the following sentence starters in their oral or written summaries:

The first thing that happened was ...
After that ...
The following important event was ...
Earlier in the story ...

Immediately following that ...

Note the sentence starters include a variety of academic terms, some at higher levels than others. As the teacher, it is
important to know the language proficiency level or each of your students. To help students move to higher levels of academic
language proficiency, challenge them with sentence starters that are just above their current language level. 

Signal Words 

Sentence&Frames,&Starters&and&Signal&Words&

Definitions:&
A&meteorologist&is & &

&&
Precipitation&is & &

&&
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Projecta!
Based!

Learning!

Building!Blocks!of!Great!Lessons!

Cloud,&2018&

Project!Based!Learning!

ACTIVITIES:!
!
! Collecting!Weather!Data!

! Giving!Weather!Reports!
(including!Explaining!cold!
fronts)!

! Exploring!weather!
instruments!(visiting!weather!
instrument!stations)!

!

Multiblevel&
Communicative&
Functions:&
Show/Draw&
Name/List&
Answer&questions&
Tell&
Describe&
Make&observations&
Predict&
Explain&

Entering!!
Emerging!!

Transitioning!
Expanding!

Commanding!
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Project!Based!Learning!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_uP3jSB1aQ!

Project!Based!Learning!

High!School!Project!Based!Learning!Example!

https://www.teachingchannel.org/video/ellasupportathroughapbla
inps!!

Claire!Sylvan,!Internationals!Network!for!Public!Schools!(2:30)!

!

Milton!Chen,!Senior!Fellow,!George!Lucas!Educational!Foundation!
(4!mins.)!

https://www.teachingchannel.org/video/elladeeperalearninga
environmentainps!!
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Technology!
Multimedia!

Building!Blocks!of!Great!Lessons!

Cloud,&2018&

Reading!Level!3.9!
Lexile!780!
GRL=P!

As&you&listen&to&the&story–&
notice&how&the&dramatic&and&
dynamic&presentation&aids&

comprehension?&&

https://www.teachertube.com/
video/comebonbrainb397753&&

Vocabulary&
Digs;&
Listening&
Skills&
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Weston!
Woods;!

Scholastic!

Multimodal&Literacy&

Technology-
Based 

http://
www.brainpop.com/
science/weather/  
 
http://
www.brainpop.com/
science/weather/
weather/preview.weml  

BrainPop 
BrainPop Jr. 
BrainPop ESL 

http://glencoe.mheducation.com/sites/
dl/free/
0078741831/161752/00044688.html  

Practice Listening to 
Explanations 
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Use!of!
Linguistic!!
&!Cultural!
Resources!

Building!Blocks!of!Great!Lessons!

Cloud,&2018&

Use!L1!to!Reinforce!Content!Learning,!Make!Learning!
Memorable,!Enjoyable;!Recycle!Key!Terms!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CDCWOGMwabs&
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Use!L1!to!Reinforce!Content!Learning!!!
Value!and!Tap!All!the!Resources!Learners!Have!at!Their!Disposal!

Water&Cycle&in&Nature& Cold/Warm&Fronts&

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Tm45wb80otc&&

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=egTRnzrwCFk&&

Honor!Kid’s!Knowledge!
Promote!Global!Perspectives!on!the!Topic!

http://www.tomnewbyschool.co.za/wpbcontent/uploads/2016/01/Grdb6bGeogbT3b2015beditb
GMbWP.pdf.&&
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/za2bgbclimatebaroundbthebworldbgradeb6bgeographyb
termb3bcapsbpowerpoint&&
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Honor!Kid’s!Knowledge!
Promote!Global!Perspectives!on!the!Topic!

Nancy!Cloud!
ncloud@ric.edu!
nancycloud2@gmail.com!


